INTRODUCTION
Ceramic tiles are widely used decorative building material in modern buildings, and the same holds also for the ancient ones. They have technical and esthetical functions (1, 2) . Whether indoor or outdoor, they are used as wall and floor tiles with different microstructure, porosity, thermal and mechanical properties (3) (4) (5) . The raw material composition of ceramic tiles is a mixture of clay minerals (kaoline, illite and montmorillonite), feldspar, quartz, and carbonates. The mineral nature of the mixture determines the quality and the function of the tiles. The production of tiles is a complex process since it contains many different technological segments. In the beginning of the tile production, the raw material preparation, which includes excavation, classification and grinding of raw material components, presents the dominant segment of the tile production. The wet grinding process gives the best distribution of raw material components and moisture in the prepared green body, as well as the best particle size distribution. After the raw material preparation, further processes as shaping, drying, firing and glazing have to be done in order to obtain the final products of desirable characteristics.
There are very complicate relationships among the characteristics of material sampled from different production stages and the characteristics of the final products. Evidently, many parameters have to be taken into consideration for understanding the existing functions. One of useful approaches in this field could be chemometric studies.
Despite the prefix chemo-, which refers to chemistry, chemometric studies have found their application, not only in analytical chemistry (6) , but also in food engineering (7), pharmaceutical engineering (8) , biotechnology (9), microbiology (10) and forensics (11) . Chemometrics enables simultaneous evaluation of an almost unlimited number of data, facilitating the clarification of theoretical and practical problems, including mathematical or statistical methods such as regression analysis (linear and multiple linear regression, principal component regression, partial least squares regression, artificial neural networks regression, etc.) and pattern recognition methods (cluster analysis, principal component analysis, partial least squares discriminant analysis, etc.). Chemometrics has become an important tool in engineering data analysis since it can reveal some features of the analyzed system which are not obvious.
The aim of this study was to examine the correlations between the tile characteristics: percentage of shrinking, water absorption, breaking force, and flexural strength, obtained at the different firing temperatures, and to find possible similarities and dissimilarities among the tiles by applying principal component analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
There were 14 floor tiles (dimensions 450 x 450 x 8 mm) and 14 wall tiles (dimensions 250 x 400 x 8.5 mm) sampled from the technological lines of the ceramic tile company "Zorka-Keramika", Šabac; seven samples of each group (wall/floor tiles) were fired at a defined temperature, Table 1 . The analyzed characteristics of the 28 samples were: percentage of shrinking, water absorption, breaking force, and flexural strength. The shrinking and water absorption values were determined according to the SRPS ISO 10545-3 standard (12), while the breaking force and flexural strength values were established following the standard SRPS ISO 10545-4 (13) with ZMGi, VEB Thüringer, Rauenstein device.
Mathematical approach
The statistical analysis was carried out by the NCSS and the Statistica 10.0 software. The principal component analysis (PCA) is one of chemometric methods which transforms the initial data set into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables. The result is given in a set of vector samples called principal components (PCs) presented in a score form and in loadings plots. The regression analysis, in general, is a statistical process commonly used for establishing relationships among the existing variables. In the present study, the linear regression analysis was used in order to find the existing correlations among the studied parameters, the characteristics of the tiles, and to derive possible mathematical models. Prior to the PCA analysis, the data were standardized by min-max normalization method.
A major part of every formed mathematical model is its validation. Cross-validation principle is mainly used when the accuracy of the predicting mathematical models is investigated. One of these methods, called leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation, was applied in this investigation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PCA was used in order to determine a connection between the used firing regimes and the characteristics of the produced tile samples. The data used in the PCA analysis are given in Table 2 and Table 3 . The results of the PCA analysis are given in Figure 1 . Figure 1b shows that the samples can not be classified only based on the studied parameters. The obtained loading plot (Figure 1a) , shows that all the studied parameters strongly influence the distribution of the samples along the PC1 axis. Loadings plot in Figure 2a indicates that some particular separation of the samples could be observed along the PC1 axis. In this case, the samples can be classified mostly based on the studied parameters (breaking force and absorption value) and that can be seen on the score plot in Figure 2b . The tile samples from the number 1 to 7, which were treated by the firing regime 1, have mostly positive values for the PC1, but the tile samples from the number 8 to 14, which were treated by the firing regime 2, have negative values for the PC2. This score plot also shows that there is a significant difference in the absorption and breaking force among the wall tile samples treated by two different firing regimes. Correlations between all the studied parameters were considered. The statistical characteristics of the correlations among the studied parameters of the tiles quality are given in Table 4 . The obtained results indicate weak linear relationships among the studied parameters of the wall and floor tiles, the fact being also confirmed by cross-validation (Table 5) .
The correlation coefficient values closer to 1 represent better fit of the regression, while high values of the F-test indicate the significance of the model. Root mean square error (RMSE) is the variation of the residuals or the variation about the regression line. It should have a low value for the regression to be significant. The lower predicted residuals sum of the squares (PRESS) value, the better the predictability of the model. If the PRESS value is less than the total sum of squares (TSS) value, the model predicts better and can be considered significant. In this study, the correlations among the studied parameters have very poor statistical characteristics, certainly they cannot be applied for a precise prediction of the dependent variable. The polynomial regression did not result in any acceptable model as well. Table 4 . Basic statistical parameters of the linear relationships among the studied parameters Table 5 . Cross-validation parameters of the obtained linear models
CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results describe the similarities and dissimilarities between the analyzed samples of the wall and floor tiles on the basis of their quality characteristics: absorption, flexural strength, shrinking and breaking force. Principal component analysis revealed the separation of the tiles depending on the applied firing regimes. There is no high-quality mathematical model, confirmed by basic and cross-validation statistical parameters, which successfully correlates quality characteristics of the analyzed tile samples. 
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